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Disclaimer 
 

DOE No. DE-FC26-01BC15272 
 
 
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any 
agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or 
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness or any information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade 
name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or 
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed 
herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government 
or any agency thereof.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Petroleum Technology Transfer Council (PTTC) and cooperating Regional Lead 
Organizations (RLOs) in its South Midcontinent (Oklahoma Geological Survey, Norman, 
Oklahoma) and West Coast (University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California) 
regions conducted a “Mentor-Based Effort to Advance Implementation of Preferred 
Management Practices (PMPs) For Oil Producers” (DE-FC26-01BC15272) under an 
award in Phase I of Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) PUMP (Preferred Upstream 
Management Practices) program. The project’s objective was to enable producers in 
California, Oklahoma and Arkansas to increase oil production, moderating or potentially 
reversing production declines and extending the life of marginal wells in the near term. 
 
PTTC identified the primary constraints inhibiting oil production through surveys and 
PUMPer direct contacts in both regions. The leading common constraint was excess 
produced water and associated factors. Approaches for addressing this common 
constraint were tailored for each region. For Oklahoma and Arkansas, the South 
Midcontinent Region developed a concise manual titled “Produced Water And 
Associated Issues” that led to multiple workshops across the region, plus workshops in 
several other regions. In California, the West Coast Region leveraged PUMP funding to 
receive an award from the California Energy Commission for $300,000 to systematically 
evaluate water control solutions for the California geological environment. Products 
include still-developing remedial action templates to help producers identify underlying 
causes of excess water production and screen appropriate solutions. Limited field 
demonstrations are being implemented to build producer confidence in water control 
technologies. Minor leverage was also gained by providing technology transfer support to 
a Global Energy Partners project that demonstrated affordable approaches for reducing 
power consumption.  
 
PTTC leveraged PUMP project results nationally through expanding workshops to other 
regions, providing coverage in its newsletter, through columns and case studies in trade 
journals, and through coordinating presentations at association and professional society 
meetings. Combined, there were more than 800 participants. Applying “application 
percentages” from PTTC’s total technology transfer program, more than 250 participants 
are likely to be applying technologies (39% of industry participants).  
 
Polymer gel water-shutoff (WSO) treatments and wellbore management were a focus in 
the Midcontinent area. A major provider of polymer gel WSO treatments has experienced 
a significant increase in treatment activity in Oklahoma, some of which can be logically 
attributed to this project. A provider of polylined tubing, a product related to wellbore 
management, has noted a 280% increase in their independent customer base and opening 
of a new market due to their involvement in PUMP-spinoff technology transfer. Detailed 
case studies on polymer gel WSO treatments and wellbore management, along with more 
global analyses, demonstrate the economic value of these technologies to producers. 
Among the many information sources that producers consider when applying technology, 
PTTC knows it is an important source in these technology areas.   
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Petroleum Technology Transfer Council (PTTC) and cooperating Regional Lead 
Organizations (RLOs) in its South Midcontinent (Oklahoma Geological Survey, Norman, 
Oklahoma) and West Coast (University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California) regions 
implemented a “Mentor-Based Effort to Advance Implementation of Preferred 
Management Practices (PMPs) For Oil Producers” under an award in Phase I of Department 
of Energy’s (DOE’s) PUMP (Preferred Upstream Management Practices) program. The project’s 
objective was to enable producers in California, Oklahoma and Arkansas to increase oil 
production by identifying primary constraints, then transferring relevant technology information 
in a manner to stimulate application both in those states and nationwide.  
 
To accomplish this, the PTTC team proposed and implemented four tasks: 
• Task 1: Refine understanding of constraints and prioritize 
• Task 2: Find potential solutions and identify PMPs  
• Task 3: Aggressive transfer of PMPs to industry 
• Task 4: Assess impact 
 
PUMPers or Mentors, who are individuals well known, respected and networked in their 
respective geographic areas, were selected in both California and Oklahoma/Arkansas. Several 
individuals were involved (three in California, two in Oklahoma/Arkansas). Working together, 
the RLOs and part-time PUMPers: 1) gathered industry input concerning priority constraints 
inhibiting oil production through personal visits and surveys, 2) prioritized those constraints 
considering industry input, and 3) planned information products. Ranking of primary constraints 
was confirmed through interaction with the Producer Advisory Groups (PAGs) in the two 
regions. Working together, the PAGs and RLOs developed approaches tailored to their 
respective regions.   
 
 
2.0 CONSTRAINTS ON OIL PRODUCTION & TECHNICAL 

APPROACH 
 
South Midcontinent (Oklahoma/Arkansas) Region 
Initial surveys asking for input on oil production constraints were mailed to 6,000 individuals in 
February 2002. Promotional coverage of the PUMP project and survey were provided in PTTC 
regional and national communications, and two PUMPers were interacting with producers 
stimulating survey responses and gathering other insights. Seventy-five percent of the 94 survey 
responses received were from independent producers. Several primary constraints were related to 
water production: (1) handling produced water, (2) scale control, (3) disposal of water/wastes, 
and (4) rising energy costs. The PAG reviewed the survey results and confirmed their validity—
produced water and everything associated with it was an overriding constraint on oil production.  
 
The Region chose to develop a concise manual, “Produced Water and Associated Issues” 
(Appendix A) as the foundation for its subsequent technology transfer effort. The manual 
addressed the following key questions: Do you know if you’re producing more water than you 
have to? If so, do you know accepted techniques for reducing water production? If you must lift 
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a lot of water, are you satisfied that you are doing everything you can to control your operating 
costs? Rodney Reynolds, Director of PTTC’s North Midcontinent Region, and Robert D. “Bob” 
Kiker, PTTC Texas Permian Basin, developed the manual for PTTC. Both have extensive 
experience in the topics covered in the manual. Relevant insights from many PTTC workshops 
held in prior years were incorporated in the manual. 
 
The manual makes it clear that polymer-gel water-shutoff (WSO) treatments are an important 
technology for controlling excess water production in certain environments. Wanting to further 
leverage the PUMP project product (the Manual), PTTC used a minor amount of its regular 
funds to support the North Midcontinent Region (Kansas) and the Tertiary Oil Recovery Project 
(TORP) at the University of Kansas in developing a polymer-gel WSO treatment database. Key 
findings and the data itself were featured in workshops and presentations. Insights and case study 
data are available online (www.nmcpttc.org/gel/index.html). Without the PUMP project and 
manual, the chain of events leading to this valuable public database would not have happened. 
 
The manual incorporates insights from a wellbore management thrust first begun by PTTC’s Bob 
Kiker in the Permian Basin. Beyond providing additional time to refine the wellbore 
management message, PUMP project funding enabled Kiker to be involved in numerous 
workshops in the targeted regions and across the U.S. Vital cost control insights would not have 
spread as broadly or as rapidly without PUMP support.  
 
West Coast (California only) Region 
California’s PUMP effort effectively began in late 2001. An early decision was made that effort 
should focus on operators large enough where actions taken would have an impact, yet small 
enough that they did not have large technical staff. A questionnaire and invitation to schedule 
appointments was sent to all producers with daily production between 50 and 1,000 bopd. The 
PUMPers also initiated informal contacts with their personal networks. These informal contacts, 
which became the bulwark of the effort since few companies (only five through June 2002) 
wanted formal visits, confirmed early perceptions about constraints.  
 
Priority constraints considering inputs from all sources are: 1) excessive water production with 
associated high costs, including power, 2) wellbore damage, and 3) by-passed hydrocarbons. 
Complex environmental regulations also constrain oil production, but PTTC chose to focus field 
effort on technology-related constraints. Beyond individual technical constraints, there was a 
consistent message from producers that, regardless of the amount of information and 
encouragement PTTC could supply about potential technology solutions, the cost of trying new 
technologies is a major barrier. Bottom line, to try new technologies that could impact 
production, smaller operators need some external funding. Knowing this, staff focused their 
effort on developing a program that would focus on case studies and draw in state funding to 
supplement PUMP funding. 
 
With a complementary goal of reducing electric power consumption, discussions led to a Formal 
Proposal to the California Energy Commission (CEC) for $300,000 of state funding (matching 
federal funding) to apply a systems approach to reducing excess water production. Much longer 
than expected delays were experienced, but the CEC project finally began in Feb 2003. Key 
proposal tasks were selecting a 100-well sample of problem wells for detailed study, relating 
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water production problems to geologic setting, analyzing water control techniques and their 
economics, and developing remedial action templates. These templates, which are still under 
development, will assist producers in identifying the probable cause of excess water production. 
Knowing the probable cause, they can then proceed with appropriate solutions. The project also 
allocated some funding for field demonstration of selected technologies. Agreements were 
signed with three producers—Brea Canyon, Breitburn and Plains Resources—in October 2004. 
Diagnostic logs, which themselves have been delayed, are required before actual corrective 
actions can be made. Current estimate is February or March 2005 for the actual fieldwork, and 
then results will need to be monitored for a period of time. Realistically it will be mid-year 2005 
before these field tests are completed. The contract with CEC has been extended to provide 
additional time for these important field tests.  
  
In late summer 2003, an additional $24,000 of external funds were obtained through Global 
Energy Partners (GEP). In prior years, the West Coast Region had worked with the Electric 
Power Research Institute in a study that defined what technologies could be profitably employed 
to reduce power consumption. This study led to $1.3 million being made available to operators 
through GEP to purchase and install power saving equipment and technologies. GEP enlisted 
PTTC to support tech transfer from their project. Overall insights and individual case study data 
were presented in a May 2004 workshop, insights of which were publicized in PTTC’s “Tech 
Connections” column in American Oil and Gas Reporter (July 2004, 
www.pttc.org/columns/aogrcojuly04.htm).  Full case study data are available through GEP.  
 
 
3.0 PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 
Working within the task definition of this PUMP project, PTTC (South Midcontinent, West 
Coast and Headquarters) achieved the following accomplishments: 
 
• Identified major constraints limiting oil production in the Midcontinent and California. 

Produced water and issues associated with it were common in both regions, as well as being 
a primary constraint in numerous producing areas across the country. 

 
• Developed a concise manual focusing on water, power cost and wellbore failure reduction. 

This manual compiles insights from extensive prior PTTC workshops, the technical 
literature, personal experience and contact networks. Important as a standalone product, the 
manual provided the foundation for numerous workshops in both the targeted states 
(Oklahoma and Arkansas) and across the U.S.  

 
• Developing remedial action templates for California producers to use to diagnose 

cause(s) of excessive water production, then knowing the cause producers can choose 
appropriate control technologies. 

 
• Facilitated case study development for (1) polymer-gel WSO treatments (KU/TORP 

project), (2) California water control treatments and (3) electric power cost saving 
technologies (GEP project) 
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• Secured significant funding from California ($300K from CEC contract, $24K from GEP 
contract) to leverage federal PUMP funding. The CEC-PUMP water control project is 
developing yet another technology database, plus it involves limited-scale field 
demonstration that will increase industry’s confidence in applying technologies.  

 
 
 4.0 PROJECT IMPACT 
 
PTTC employed a multi-pronged technology transfer approach to stimulate operator application 
of technologies, both regionally and nationally. Workshops formed the heart of the effort. 
National awareness was stimulated by seizing opportunities in trade journals (Tech Connections 
columns in American Oil and Gas Reporter and Petroleum Technology Digest case studies in 
World Oil). Invited presentations at independent oil and gas associations and professional society 
meetings rounded out the program. Table 1 summarizes the technology transfer effort. Other 
metrics aside, one direct result of the many PUMPer contacts made in Arkansas is a “now 
regular” workshop effort targeting producers in southern Arkansas. The regional outreach 
program was also strengthened in the gas-prone Ft Smith, Arkansas area.  
 
Workshops that provide significant interactions between producers, vendors and speakers are 
very effective in stimulating application. In its regular program, PTTC has found that 39% of 
participants who answer a question in feedback forms about technology application (Have you 
applied technology you learned about through PTTC?) will answer “YES.” Combined, there 
were more than 800 participants. Applying “application percentages” from PTTC’s total 
technology transfer program, more than 250 participants are likely to be applying technologies 
(39% of industry participants). The impact of those applications is significant. 
 
Within the PUMP project PTTC worked with producers to gather data on Los Angeles Basin 
wells prone to high water production (case study in World Oil, Appendix B). In a sample of 
more than 100 wells, water control workovers had been performed in 17 wells. Solutions were 
generally mechanical in nature. Payout, which could be calculated for 14 of the 17 workovers, 
averaged 7.1 months. This documented data, plus the field demos being performed within this 
PUMP project, are increasing the confidence of California producers in applying water control 
solutions.  
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 Table 1 
Outreach Through Workshops, Presentations & Trade Journals 

 
Program/Topic Location Date Attend. Industry 

# (% ind.) 
% 

Repeat 
PUMP Contract Workshops (OK/AR)    
Produced Water & Associated Issues  Enid, OK 1/21/03 16 11 (69%)  
Produced Water & Associated Issues  Pawhuska, OK 1/22/03 27 22 (81%)  
Produced Water & Associated Issues  Ardmore, OK 2/18/03 11 9 (82%) 56% 
Produced Water & Associated Issues  Okmulgee, OK 2/19/03 9 7 (78%) 11% 
Produced Water & Associated Issues (SPE OKC) Oklahoma City, OK 2/20/03 15 11 (73%) 0% 
Produced Water & Associated Issues Smackover, AR 3/05/03 30 24 (80%) 50% 
Produced Water & Associated Issues (SPE Tulsa) Tulsa, OK 3/20/03 16 12 (75%) 0% 
Produced Water & Associated Issues Norman, OK 4/22/03 52 31 (60%) 75% 

Subtotal, PUMP Contract Workshops 176 127 (72%)  
PUMP Contract Workshops (CA)    
Water Control Work Group  Los Angeles, CA 6/18/03 10 7 (70%) 100% 
Water Control Work Group Bakersfield, CA 7/9/03 13 9 (69%) 78% 
CEC-PTTC Water Control  Los Angeles, CA 2/12/04 59 47 (80%) 83% 

Subtotal, PUMP Contract Workshops (CA) 82 63 (77%)  
California Workshops with Topics Related to PUMP Effort    
Water Reduction Through Polymer Treatments Valencia, CA 1/23/03 51 40 (78%) 90% 
Case Studies of Power Consumption Reduction 
(Global Power Systems) 

Los Angeles, CA 5/27/04 46 36 (78%) 92% 

Subtotal, California Workshops with Topics Related to PUMP Effort 97 76 (78%)  
Spin-Off Workshops in Other Regions, Topics Related to PUMP Effort    
Produced Water & Associated Issues (Appalachian) Washington, PA 6/18/03 25 19 (76%) 47% 
Handling Produced Water (Midwest) Mt. Pleasant, MI 7/11/03 37 23 (63%) 87% 
Produced Water & Associated Issues (Texas) Midland, TX 8/26/03 27 26 (96%)  
Produced Water & Associated Issues (Texas) Farmers Branch, TX 8/27/03 14 14 (100%)  
Produced Water & Associated Issues (Midwest) Evansville, IN 3/4/04 37 31 (84%) 93% 
Produced Water & Associated Issues (Texas) Tyler, TX 7/18/04 25 22 est (88%)  
Reducing Well Failure Frequency (N. Midcontinent) Wichita, KS 9/8/04 50 45 est (90%)  

Subtotal Spin-Off Workshops 215 180 (84%)  
Presentations @ Prof. Society/Association Meetings     
Independents’ Day @ SPE/DOE IOR Symposium Tulsa, OK 4/16/02 58 50 (86%) 66% 
Integrated Petroleum Environmental Conference Albuquerque, NM 10/24/02 20 est 12 est (60%  
Independents’ Day @ SPE/AAPG Western Regional Long Beach, CA 5/22/03 37 30 (81%)  
AAPG Midcontinent Section Annual Meeting Tulsa, OK 10/13/03 40 30 (75%) 50% 
IPAA Annual Meeting, Tech Session New Orleans, LA 10/28/03 45 40 (89%) 50% 
Independents’ Day @ SPE/DOE IOR Symposium Tulsa, OK 4/20/04 41 35 (85%) 54% 
Independents’ Day @ SPE Western Regional Irvine, CA 3/TBD    

Subtotal, Presentations @ Prof. Society/Association Meetings 241 197 (82%)  
Combined Workshop Attendance (PUMP & Spin-off Efforts) 811 643 (79%)  

Case Studies in Petroleum Technology Digest in World Oil (36,000+ circ.)  
http://www.pttc.org/case_studies/case_studies.htm 
July 2004       Water Control Becomes Economically Attractive to L.A. Basin Producers 
April 2004      Well-Failure Reduction Program Realizes Benefits 
June 2002       Large-Volume, Gel-Polymer Treatments Successful in Kansas’ Arbuckle 
June 2002       Holistic Producing-Well Improvement Reduces Failures/Servicing Costs 
Tech Connections Column in American Oil and Gas Reporter (15,000+ circ.) 
http://www.pttc.org/columns/aogr.htm 
July 2004        California Program Demonstrates Value of Cutting Power Consumption 
April 2004       California Consortium Identifies Techniques To Control Excess Water Production 
Feb 2003         Environment and Cost Benefits Result From Controlling Water 
Dec 2002         E&P Industry Makes Demonstrable Progress in Protecting Environment 
May 2002        Arbuckle Successes May Have Application In Other Areas 
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In the Midcontinent, polymer gel treatments are an effective option for controlling water 
production. Recently there has been a surge of activity in Kansas applying larger volume 
treatments to Arbuckle wells. In a special case study effort, PTTC’s North Midcontinent Region 
worked with producers and technology providers, building a database and analyzing 100s of 
treatments performed in Kansas in recent years. On average, successful treatments (Appendix C) 
recover 8,000 or more bbl of incremental oil, and operating costs are likely reduced by $15,000 
per year. Treatments typically pay out in less than six months. With treatment costs in the 
$30,000 to $50,000 range, technology providers also realize significant value. 
 
A major polymer gel service provider shared data on their level of activity in Oklahoma (South 
Midcontinent Region) since 1991. Activity from 1991 through 2003 was in the range of one to 
five treatments per year. Activity during 2004, which includes four jobs scheduled for the last 
quarter, has risen to 10. Several factors undoubtedly influence this activity level (oil prices, 
widespread success in Kansas, focused marketing effort), but there is a logical connection to the 
workshops in Oklahoma during early 2003 that stressed polymer gel water shut-off (WSO) 
treatments as a solution option. The service provider also noted that some polymer gel activity 
has begun in California, reflecting some technology transfer impact there.    
 

Figure 1 
Polymer Gel Water Shut-off Treatment Activity in Oklahoma 
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Wellbore management, or managing operations to reduce wellbore failures and downtime, was 
another strong focus area in this PUMP project. Effective wellbore management measurably 
impacts economic value. In a case study documented in the Petroleum Technology Digest in 
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World Oil (Appendix D), Broken Bow Operating Company (out of their Oklahoma City office) 
documented savings of more than $1.5 million year in a 200-well project and wellbore 
management practices were spreading to other parts of the company. Of note, the authors from 
both Harbison Fisher and Broken Bow Operating confirmed they received several calls as a 
result of the case study, some from as far away as Appalachia. PTTC has evaluated the economic 
impact of wellbore management in the Permian Basin (Appendix E), again documenting 
significant value added to producers. Service providers also realize direct value. Western Falcon, 
a provider whose poly-lined tubing technology was covered in PTTC’s PUMP effort, has noted a 
280% increase in their primarily independent customer base 
(www.pttc.org/impact/impact_connecting.htm), including establishing a customer base in 
Michigan as a direct result of PTTC activity. 

 
 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Although the project plan envisioned part-time PUMPers being an essential component 
throughout the project, PTTC encountered challenges and immediately took actions to make 
interactivity with the producers a reality. One of the main concerns was professional liability for 
the PUMPers once they had access to confidential data. These matters were addressed by 
preparation of waiver forms and operator consents.   
 
The biggest lesson learned however was in the area of PUMPer selection. In retrospect a key 
aspect of PUMPer selection is finding those individuals that demonstrate an aggressive attitude 
toward meeting with producers and doggedly pursuing their investigative work. Trial periods are 
advisable and, rather than developing a program and finding an individual, a more successful 
effort is finding the “right” person and letting them help shape a program that uses their 
strengths. 
 
PTTC also noted ways to reduce the time required to physically “connect” with independents, 
and to gain their confidence so they would share data. In cases where the PUMPers were given 
the task to examine the data without much labor commitment from the producers, producers 
exhibited a more accommodating attitude. This time constraint even applied to California 
producers interested in participating in the water control field demonstration projects. 
“Continued engagement” by PTTC staff is the best approach for overcoming producer time 
constraints.  
 
Consistent with experience in the ongoing program, PTTC reaffirmed that technology transfer 
leading to application only comes through repeating a concise message over time using a variety 
of tools. Building upon the work accomplished in the South Midcontinent and West Coast 
regions, PTTC did just that through workshops in other regions, presentations and trade journal 
coverage. The round table discussion in California in February 2004 allowing producers to 
compare their water production per barrel of oil produced certainly was an eye opener for them 
and has resulted in further interest in production logging. The key lesson learned by many 
producers was the importance of production logging for detecting water-producing intervals and 
the need to shut-off such offending zones.  
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Available data infer technology application and impact. It takes time for widespread application 
of technologies and to monitor the impact of those changes encouraged by this project. As such, 
case studies as a direct result are included. PTTC proposes a follow-up addendum to this report 
in FY05 that will focus on program impact. This will allow the field trials to be completed in 
conjunction with matching state funding from California. Due to high level of regional activity, 
the services could not be accomplished in 2004 due to scheduling barriers.  PTTC anticipates 
these procedures to be completed in the first half of 2005. The resulting actions will be captured 
in a metrics focused look-back after applications have been evaluated. One-on-one interaction, 
bringing people with common challenges together to focus on those challenges, and sustained 
technology transfer over time are spurring producer interest in more broadly applying 
technologies, which is extending benefits to more basins around the country. 
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Appendix A 
Produced Water and Associated Issues Manual 

          

Authors: Rodney R. Reynolds, Director, PTTC’s North Midcontinent Region and Robert D. Kiker, 
PTTC Permian Basin Program Director 
 
In a DOE-supported project to identify proven practices for addressing factors constraining oil 
production, PTTC’s South Midcontinent Region (Oklahoma and Arkansas) learned that produced water 
and issues associated with it were by far the most prominent constraint. Reynolds and Kiker worked 
together to develop this concise manual for smaller independents. The manual captures insights and 
preferred practices that are working. The manual addresses key questions: Do you know if you’re 
producing more water than you have to? If so, do you know accepted techniques for reducing water 
production? If you must lift a lot of water, are you satisfied that you are doing everything you can to 
control your operating costs? 
 
Important topics include: 
• Well completion and its impact on water production  
• High water production during primary production  
• Water production during waterfloods  
• Unexpected increases in water production  
• Reducing lifting costs  
• Corrosion and mechanical wear on equipment used in handling produced water  
 
PTTC envisions updating this manual in the future as results from a similar effort in California become 
available and as technology advances. Reader comments and suggestions for improvement, or data on 
other technologies for managing produced water, are welcomed. Please email comments to Lance Cole 
(lcole@pttc.org). Your participation and support are appreciated. 
 
Rodney Reynolds is the Director of PTTC’s North Midcontinent Region and a petroleum engineer with 
the Tertiary Oil Recovery Project (TORP) at the University of Kansas. Prior to joining TORP in 1990, he 
owned and managed his own petroleum engineering consulting company and was employed as a senior 
production engineer for Gulf Oil Corp. He has numerous publications, taught petroleum engineering 
courses on drilling and well completions at the University of Kansas, and instructed many industry 
workshops related to enhanced oil recovery and reservoir management. He has presented reservoir 
management workshops internationally. He has a BS in Petroleum Engineering from The University of 
Tulsa and has over 24 years Midcontinent experience.  
 
Robert D. (Bob) Kiker is a thirty-year veteran of Conoco, retiring in 1994 to become Executive Vice 
President of the Permian Basin Petroleum Association. In 1998 he formed Robert D. Kiker Inc. to pursue 
consulting in operating and regulatory practices. In April 1999, he became the Permian Basin Director for 
PTTC’s Texas Region. He also serves as Executive Director of the Applied Petroleum Technology 
Academy (APTA), a Permian Basin-based non-profit entity established to provide field training for 
foreign workers. He is a Registered Professional Engineer, current Chairman of SPE’s Permian Basin 
Section and a past SPE distinguished lecturer (1992-1993). He graduated from Texas Tech University 
with a BS in Petroleum Engineering. 
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Appendix B 
California Water Control Case Study 

Petroleum Technology Digest, World Oil (July 2004) 
 

 
By Petroleum Technology Transfer Council 

Water control becomes economically attractive to L.A. basin 
operators  

Facing ever-increasing water cuts and associated costs, Los Angeles basin operators pooled and 
analyzed data on dozens of wells to identify proven water control diagnostics and solutions. The 
effort confirmed positive results for practical, proven technologies, with payout averaging 7.1 
months.  

Ron Bates, Signal Hill Petroleum, Long Beach, California; Stan Brown, Brea Canon Oil, Torrance, 
California; Scott McGurk, Plains Exploration & Production, Los Angeles; Iraj Ershaghi, University of 
Southern California, Los Angeles; and Glenn Swanson, Consultant, Los Alamitos, California  

While talking to producers, troubleshooters working with Petroleum Technology Transfer Council's 
(PTTC's) West Coast Region learned that excessive water production, and associated high lifting costs, 
had caused many mature wells or leases to be near or at the economic margin. The investigation was 
part of a special DOE-supported PUMP (Preferred Upstream Management Practices) project.  

Lifting costs are exacerbated by California's power supply concerns and high electricity costs. In a project 
sponsored by the California Energy Commission that focused on further defining the water control 
problem and effective solutions, PTTC solicited producers willing to share data. Producers contributed 
data from seven fields in the Los Angeles (L.A.) basin, representing six waterfloods and one natural water 
drive. Together, these fields represent about 60% of L.A. basin output.  

Data were summarized for 67 producers and 60 water injection wells with 12 different producing zones 
represented in the sample. Additionally, participants contributed information from 17 water control 
treatments performed on some of these wells. Data that were collected and analyzed included geologic 
information, well logs, completion information, production/ injection statistics and economic details.  

To appreciate L.A. basin water production problems, one must understand the area's geologic and 
development history. Many fields have produced continuously since the 1920s and 1930s. Most have 
been waterflooded since the 1960s and 1970s. Producing reservoirs are thick, with alternating sand-shale 
sequences - many sands being wet from original conditions or continual waterflooding.  

Shale layers can be discontinuous, and idle wells are numerous, so cross-flow between zones occurs 
easily. In typical completions, there are several sets of perforations and/or a slotted liner that cover 6 to 
18 sub-zones, with a gross interval hundreds of feet thick. Shutting off unwanted water is further 
complicated by scarcity of information regarding volumetric production rates of water and oil by sub-zone.  

Water control success stories have been few and far between. Many operators feel they are fighting 
problems in the dark with one hand tied behind their backs. They know they have a problem, but they 
don't know exactly how to solve it.  
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WATER CONTROL WORKOVER ECONOMICS  

As noted, 17 water control workovers (often in conjunction with other work) were studied within the well 
sample. Cost information included total job figures, as well as water control-only costs, e.g., fishing and 
maintenance expenses were not considered to be water control expenses. Payouts for the water control 
portions of the job were calculated by multiplying total job payout time by the fractional cost of the water 

welve 
f 14 jobs where the figure could be calculated, 

payout averaged 7.1 months, Fig. 2. Eleven jobs paid out in six months or less, which is attractive 
because benefits continue for a much longer term.  

control work.  

An average water control job cost of $25,300 is skewed by one workover costing $50,000, Fig. 1. T
of 17 water control workovers cost $25,000 or less. O

 

Fig. 1. Average per-well water control cost was 
$25,000, but this figure was skewed by one 
workover that required $50,000 and two more 
jobs that approached $40,000.   

 

 

Fig. 2. Although average payout for water control 
was 7.1 months, a majority of the jobs paid out in 
less time.   
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SIGNAL HILL PETROLEUM  

After 25-plus years of waterflooding, an Upper Brown (Lower Pliocene) well in Long Beach field produced 
increasingly problematic watercuts in excess of 98.5% (35 bopd, 2,351 bwpd). Fluid entry survey results 
showed that a major water entry of nearly 1,800 bwpd (with only a trace of oil) through the top 50 ft of 
perforations was likely holding back lower-interval potential. That potential included 200-plus ft of 
additional perforations spread out over 800 ft of gross interval.  

Previous work on a nearby injector had redirected injection into lower sub-zones, so timing was ripe for a 
water shutoff workover on the producer. A $25,000, low-pressure squeeze job with ultra-fine cement 
successfully plugged the water zone. A fluid entry survey performed afterwards confirmed that oil was 
now produced from previously idle or under-produced sub-zones. Job payout was achieved quickly, given 
that post-job production was 64 bopd and 2,290 bwpd.  

BREA CANON OIL  

Torrance field's main zone (Upper Miocene) has been waterflooded since 1971, creating several known 
cycling cells between injectors and producers. Reservoir engineering homework, including use of 
production logging and injection profile surveys, indicated that certain high-water cut wells were likely 
producing the majority of fluid from the lower portions of their 250-to-350-ft, gravel-packed liner 
completions.  

Cement plugs were placed over the water-producing intervals in five wells, resulting in four successes. 
Total production from the five wells before the workovers was 57 bopd and 8,763 bwpd (99.4% watercut). 
After the workovers, output was 83 bopd and 4,023 bwpd (98.0% watercut). Typical water control work 
cost $15,000 per well (as opposed to the $25,000 average in Fig. 1) and was paid out in less than six 
months.  

PLAINS E&P  

The Hauser zone (Upper Miocene) is the primary productive interval in East Beverly Hills field. One well 
experiencing water cycling from an injector was targeted for a 200-ft scab liner installation over existing 
perforations. Costing less than $30,000, this successful job paid out in less than four months because 
post-job production improved to 38 bopd and 562 bwpd (93.7% watercut) from pre-job rates of 20 bopd 
and 614 bwpd (96.9% cut).  

Payouts in all water control projects must include saved water expenses. For example, a watercut 
reduction from 98% to 97% results in lifting cost reductions of $3.83/bbl, when water costs are $0.23/bbl 
(average for the study cited). Electricity costs associated with water lifting and re-injection comprised the 
largest portion (60+%) of this per-bbl cost.  

DIAGNOSING PROBLEMS  

Production logging surveys are the most direct method of tracking wellbore fluid movement. Injection 
profile surveys typically cost less than $1,000 and allow operators to observe which sub-zones take 
injected water. Fluid entry surveys usually cost less than $2,000 and produce reports containing 
quantitative water and qualitative oil production by sub-zone. As this consortium effort confirmed, both 
injectors and producers need to be surveyed to understand fluid flow within a waterflooded reservoir.  

Tracer studies that track flow between injectors and producers have also been useful and cost-effective, 
with typical costs less than $10,000 for a pattern-sized project. Properly designed tracer work yields 
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conclusions regarding which injectors and producers are in communication, as well as the length of time 
required for injected fluids to reach producers.  

When fluid entry/ profile data are not available or practical, one can learn much from the shape of the 
water-to-oil ratio versus the time/ recovery curve. Embedded water intervals, post-breakthrough water and 
natural influx exhibit distinctively different shapes. When analyzed while reviewing the completion history, 
underlying problems can often be correctly diagnosed.  

LIMITED DEMOS  

Phase 2 of the consortium project is in its preliminary stages. Plans call for participants to submit requests 
for matching funds to pay for new water control diagnostic and/or workover projects. Two to three jobs in 
each category are targeted for completion, and subsequent analysis and reporting.    
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Appendix C 
Polymer Gel Treatments in Kansas’ Arbuckle 

 
The Arbuckle formation in Kansas is a very mature horizon, with production occurring since early in the 20th 
century. Arbuckle reservoirs are typically visualized as an oil column on top of a strong water aquifer. 
Common production characteristics are high initial water-free oil production rates, large cumulative oil 
production, followed by water encroachment that leads to high volume, low oil-cut marginal producing wells. 
From a conceptual standpoint, polymer gel technology is tailor-made for the karstic, fractured reservoir. 
Production-side polymer gel treatments in the Arbuckle are not new. What is new is greater, more profitable 
success due to (1) more reliable gel technology and (2) field experience that larger volume treatments provide 
more sustained water shutoff. Since early 2001 more than 30 operators have performed about 400 Arbuckle 
treatments. The vast majority, 80% or more, are definite economic successes, paying out the $30,000 to 
$50,000 treatment cost in six months or less. Water production decreases significantly, and oil production 
increases also occur in most cases. 
 M u r f i n ' s  J o h n s o n  B  # 3 A  P o l y m e r  J o b

A u g u s t  2 - 3 ,  2 0 0 1
( 1 6 2 1  b b l s  g e l ,  9 7 %  o f  j o b  t r e a t e d  o n  a  v a c u u m ,  5 1  p s i g  m a x  t r e a t i n g  p r e s s ) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
 

1 0

1 0 0

1 0 0 0

4 / 1 0 / 2 0 0 1 6 / 1 0 / 2 0 0 1 8 / 1 0 / 2 0 0 1 1 0 / 1 0 / 2 0 0 1 1 2 / 1 0 / 2 0 0 1 2 / 1 0 / 2 0 0 2 4 / 1 0 / 2 0 0 2 6 / 1 0 / 2 0 0 2 8 / 1 0 / 2 0 0 2

O i l  P r o d u c t i o n  ( B O P D ) W a t e r  P r o d u c t i o n  ( B W P D ) W O R F l u i d  a b o v e  z o n e  ( f t )

B e f o r e  T r e a t m e n t
S P M  -      1 2 . 5
S L  -        1 2 0  i n
P u m p  -     2 . 0  i n
F L  -   8 3 4 '  a b o v e  z o n e
         i n  M a r c h  1 9 9 7  

A f t e r  T r e a t m e n t
S P M  -     6 . 0
S L  -       1 2 0  i n
P u m p  -   1 . 5  i n
F L  -    a s  i n d i c a t e d    

T h e s e  f l u i d  l e v e l s  q u e s t i o n a b l e

Average incremental oil recovery per treatment to date (late 2003) is 5,500 bbls. Ultimate incremental recovery 
per treatment of 8,000 bbl is considered conservative with most wells still profitably producing. Water 
production initially averages 700 bwpd less, but with increases over the estimated 4-yr life of treatments, 
average reduction of 400 bwpd is reasonable, equating to about $15,000/yr @ 10 cents/bbl. Value from 
incremental oil and reduced operating expense are about the same.  
 
PTTC’s Involvement in the Technology Adoption Process 
The Tertiary Oil Recovery Project (TORP) at KU has a long history of RD&D in polymer gel applications. 
This history gave PTTC early credibility. Just as initial larger volume treatments in Arbuckle producers were 
beginning, PTTC held a polymer gel workshop. Presentations about polymer gel treatments were integral to 
activities throughout 2001-2002, including talks outside the region. Insights were part of PTTC’s manual on 
“Produced Water & Associated Issues” (early 2003) that was the basis for  workshops held across the country 
in 2003. A special forum was held in early 2003 only for those operators having performed treatments and the 
vendors supplying those services. Special PTTC support helped develop a “polymer gel” website 
(www.kgs.ukans.edu/PTTC/gel/index.html) that came online early in 2004. Workshops held in early 2004 
featured polymer gel treatment results and the database. 
 
Economic Benefits From Arbuckle Polymer Gel Treatments in Kansas  
Incremental reserves:   400 wells x 80% success rate x 8,000 bbl   2.56 million bbls 
Reduced operating costs:  400 wells x 80% success rate x $15,000/yr x 4 yr  $19.2 million (4 yrs) 
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Appendix D 
Wellbore Management Case Study  

Petroleum Technology Digest, World Oil (April 2004) 
 
 

 
By Petroleum Technology Transfer Council 

Well-failure reduction program realizes benefits  

Focused program yielded cost savings and created a system that encourages a team approach to 
every problem, assigns no blame and provides incentives for ongoing success  

Godfrey J. Holasek, Jr., Medicine Bow Operating Company, Norman, Okla.; W.L. "Bill" Maxey, 
Harbison-Fischer, Oklahoma City, Okla.; Gary Brooks and Mike Bachman, Bachman Chemicals, 
Oklahoma City, Okla.; Dave Jones, Norris Rods, Ft. Worth, Texas.  

Medicine Bow Operating Co. implemented a focused, well-failure reduction program in their waterfloods, 
and gas well operations in southwest Kansas and the Oklahoma Panhandle. The company was 
experiencing excessive well failures, as many as 112 per month from 200 wells. The team effort, involving 
company personnel and pump, rod and chemical vendors, focused on getting the metallurgy right, 
operating lift equipment under proper load conditions, and treating with the right chemicals at appropriate 
levels. Well failures dropped quickly, rapidly recouping the (approximately) $300,000 investment.  

Some three years later, well failures are now stabilizing at about five per month, which represents a 96% 
decrease. Operating costs have been reduced more than $1.5 million per year, which includes savings in 
direct operating costs and labor. Lessons learned are being applied in other divisions of the company, 
and there is competitive advantage in acquisition opportunities, when one knows how to lower operating 
costs significantly. For the vendors, success in southwestern Kansas led to national agreements with 
Medicine Bow Operating Co., plus there is invaluable benefit of word-of-mouth advertising from a very 
satisfied customer.  

THE PROGRAM  

When Medicine Bow's Norman District office assumed operation of the fields in Feb. 2001, 3 - 4 failures 
per day were occurring. Pump, rod, tubing, electrical and mechanical failures were an everyday 
occurrence. No study had gone into the causes of these failures. H2S levels were out of control, no 
corrosion or scale programs were in place, and equipment was improperly designed.  

Oil well/waterflood program. To begin the program, no well was put back on production without first 
conducting an intense study to determine the cause of the failure:  

• Chemical programs, such as reducing H2S levels or controlling scale and corrosion problems, 
were put in place by Bachman Services.  

• Pump types and sizes were rigorously evaluated by Harbison-Fischer.  
• Speed and stroke lengths of pumping units were changed and timers were installed.  
• Rod strings were redesigned by Norris Rods.  
• Uncoated tubing in injection wells was replaced with internally cement-coated tubing.  
• Fluid levels were shot monthly to monitor pump performance.  
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These changes took place the first year. Failure costs were at times offset with equipment costs. 
However, operating costs soon started showing the impact of the changes, decreasing $25,000 - $30,000 
or more per month. The Failure Reduction Program meant fewer personnel in the field, creating a savings 
of over $750,000 per year.  
Commitments were made to carefully selected venders to assist in this program. Each vendor was held 
responsible for its recommendation and products. In turn, Medicine Bow Operating was given cost-cutting 
opportunities for using their products, and vendors received company-wide commitments.  
Gas well program. With the recommendation of Bachman Services, the cost of treating H2S in the gas 
phase was reduced dramatically. H2S concentration ranged 2,000 ppm and up. Treating 650 Mcfd was 
reduced by $60,000 per year, by changing from a sulfa treat system to a Triazine Tower. Chemical 
programs for controlling iron sulfide - which comprise batch treatments with surfactant, biocide and 
oxygen scavenger, and redesigning bottomhole pumps to run continuously rather than on timers, allowing 
solids to settle - significantly reduced pulling jobs due to sticking pumps. Resizing of compression created 
a $70,000 per year saving on the rental fleet. Adding a low-cost callout system to monitor compressor run 
time has reduced downtime considerably. Reports were created to assist pumpers in monitoring water 
production along with gas output. This soon allowed them to realize that water production is just as 
important as the gas. Keeping wells pumped off is a must.  
OPERATIONAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT  
Savings were realized after the first year. In two years, failure costs were reduced from $622,000 to 
$327,000 in the entire Mid-Continent area. There are additional cost savings of about $750,000 per year 
from reduced labor. Proper controls on failures can, no doubt, make a losing field profitable. Lifting costs 
can be literally cut in half, or more, by applying certain actions to reduce failures. A savings of $4 - 6/bbl 
of oil is very achievable.  
Changes did not always increase production. The thought was to keep downtime to a minimum, and the 
production would naturally increase. Obtaining committed vendors is essential. No blame is placed on 
current problems. Company and vendors work as a team to continue reducing failures. Meetings are held 
quarterly, and any and all problems are discussed. All field personnel now know that all failures will be 
evaluated as a team before placing wells back on production.  
Plotting production versus failure reports, and distributing these reports to field personnel, is a very 
valuable tool, Fig. 1. Each field man needs to know at all times where he stands regarding his expected 
production target and Lease Operating Expenses costs. All involved vendor and company field personnel 
performed in a stellar fashion to reduce failures, and that performance continues to further reduce 
failures.    

 

Fig. 1.  Mid-Continent district 2001 thru 2003 failure cost analysis. 
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Appendix E 
Wellbore Management in the Permian Basin 

Wellbore management refers to the concept of paying attention to the total wellbore system (rods, tubing, pumping 
unit, chemical program, lifting conditions) and involving all relevant staff in a team effort to realize significant 
reductions in well failure frequency. Field data must be gathered, thoroughly analyzed, remedial work done, and 
post-work performance evaluated. Accurate and complete records must be maintained. Doing this and learning from 
field experience, experience in several projects reveals that failure frequency can be reduced 10-fold or more. 
Reducing failure frequency to as low as 0.25 failures/well/year (i.e., 4 years between a failure) has been proven to be 
definitely achievable. With fewer failures, operating costs are reduced dramatically. Beyond reduced operating 
costs, there is minor revenue gain from less production loss due to down time with fewer wellbore failures. 

 

Ten-fold reductions in 
failure frequency proven 
 
50% reductions in 
operating costs proven 

PTTC’s Involvement in the Technology Adoption Process 
An initial wellbore management workshop was held in Midland, Texas in March 2001. Additional workshops were 
held in Amarillo and Tyler, Texas and Artesia, New Mexico during 2002. Technology insights were incorporated in 
a “Produced Water & Associated Issues” manual developed for PTTC.  This manual was the basis for 8 workshops 
in Oklahoma/Arkansas during 2003. Workshops have been held in other PTTC regions, and the effort continues. 
 
Economic Benefits From Wellbore Management in The Permian Basin 
There are some 100,000 producing wells in the Permian Basin and, conservatively, one-third are being “wellbore 
managed.” Initial costs to rework/equip wells can range from $7,000 to $30,000 ($15,000 average used). Incurred at 
the start, these costs are not reincurred for several years when wellbore management practices are followed. 
Experience indicates that costs payout within about two-thirds of a year. Cost for the average failure/pulling job is 
estimated at $9,000. Cost estimates consider information provided by operator of major Permian Basin waterflood 
where wellbore management is being practiced.  
   
Reduced operating cost:    33,333 wells x (2.5 – 0.25 failures/well/yr) x $9,000        $675 million/yr 
Production increase:  2.25 fail./yr x 5 bopd/well x 3 days/fail. x 33,333 wells    1.12 million bbls/yr 
Producer value for 3-year period since PTTC began tech transfer ($2.03 billion plus 3.36 million bbls) 
Vendor value (initial operator investment in wellbore mgmnt) 33,333 wells x $15,000 $500 million  
Above calculates the benefits from the Permian Basin alone. Wellbore management insights have actually been 
transferred across the country through PTTC efforts and producers across the U.S. are saving money.  
 
Supporting References 

1. Workshop summary posted online, “Wellbore Management,” March 22, 2001 in Midland, Texas. 
2. Case studies in World Oil (circ. 35,000+): “Wellbore Management, The Producing Well Improvement 

Process,” June 2002; “Polylined Tubing Reduces Downhole Failures,” Jan 2003: “Focused Well Failure 
Reduction Program Realizes Cost Savings, Other Benefits,” April 2004. 

3. Concise manual, “Produced Water and Associated Issues,” Jan 2003. Basis for workshops in Oklahoma and 
other states. Also available online http://www.pttc.org/pwm/produced_water.htm   
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Disclaimer 
 

DOE No. DE-FC26-01BC15272 
 
 
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United 
States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any 
of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability 
or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness or any information, 
apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe 
privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or 
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily 
constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do 
not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency 
thereof. 
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